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A Walk in the Park
Message from Executive Director Mike Miles
The year 2020 was not a walk in the park.
With that said, the DAPS Come and Go in
the Park last month was an enjoyable and
refreshing change as we got to see some
friends in person. Then, getting to meet
and make new friends was the icing on the
cake. This event was DAPS’ first venture at
regathering live. The threatening weather
didn’t dampen the spirits of those who joined
in. Although it looked like it was going to rain
for 40 days and 40 nights, as if on cue, the rain
stopped and we all were able to enjoy what we
love most about DAPS — community.  
Those who know me best, know that I love to tell stories, and I have a
few in my toolbox. Here is one that I love:
At a lumberjack camp in Oregon, the demand for lumber and the
schedule during the logging season gave little opportunity for the
lumberjacks who worked and slept on-site to see their families.
So, the company planned a surprise party and brought in all the
families. A big program with a band was scheduled to make the
occasion festive. When the band began to play, the babies began
to cry. One of the company officials, with good intentions, said,
“Please hush the babies so we can hear the band.” Then, one of
the big ole burly lumberjacks said, “Please hush the band so we
can hear the babies.”
So, what does that have to do with our Come and Go in the Park?
We didn’t plan for a band or big program, but we did have a little
program scheduled. Then as we began to see and hear the buzz of the
conversations and the laughter, it was evident that no program could
match the camaraderie everyone was enjoying. Several times I caught
myself just listening to the buzz of everyone visiting. I have missed that.
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Moving ON with RYTARY
PRESENTED BY
Nirav Pavasia, MD
Neurology Consultants of Dallas
Dr. Nirav Pavasia is a Certified Movement
Disorders Specialist and a Board Certified
General Neurologist. He believes in a
multidisciplinary approach to patient care and
loves to connect with his patients. He manages
patients with Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for
initial programming and subsequent follow up care. Additionally, he
treats dystonia, spasticity, blepharospasm, hemifacial spasm and
migraine headaches with botulinum toxin therapy. His additional
interests include stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, and other forms of
neurodegenerative disorders.
A frequent speaker at DAPS, Dr. Pavasia will be conducting an
interactive conversation with a Stories in Parkinson’s (SPARK)
Ambassador. Together, they will share insights about living well with
Parkinson’s, managing symptoms, and how RYTARY might be able to
help. To learn more, go HERE on the DAPS website.

June 15, 2021 at 10:00AM CST
Please plan to log in 15 minutes early.
Click the link below to join the webinar.

https://realchemistry.zoom.us/j/97054426038?pwd=QWMrYkNO
VDV0VEZIbHQxTVBKdUtVZz09

THANK YOU
to our
MAY Educational Series
sponsor!

Leisha Phipps, Program Director
leisha@daps.org
Catalina Asaad, Office & Event Assistant
The DAPS newsletter is published monthly
as an information guide only, and does not
serve as legal or medical advice.
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MESSAGE continued from Front Page

I think this event was a preview of things to come
as DAPS begins to make plans to regather with our
live group exercise, speech, support groups and
Educational Series meetings. Getting together again is
going to be quite the buzz.
Early last year, when we first began to hear about
COVID-19, we formed a committee called DAPS
Today and Tomorrow. The thought at the time was that
the virus was going to be a short inconvenience that
would require us to discontinue in-person meetings
for a month, maybe two. In hindsight, we should have
named the committee DAPS Today and Next Year. But
finally, next year is here, and we are looking forward to
resuming some of our in-person gatherings safely.
We are watching and monitoring the state of
things. The regathering will be done gradually, and
appropriate precautions will be taken. We have heard
from many that the Zoom classes have filled a need
that we didn’t know we had. Because of that, even
when we resume meeting in person, some Zoom
classes will continue. Availability of the meeting
places, CDC guidelines, and the comfort level of our
group leaders and members will be the factors that

determine when and where we can regather. Be sure
to keep an eye on the DAPS website, the weekly
emails announcing the schedule for the week, and the
DAPS Newsletter to find out when some of the groups
begin to meet again.

DAPS 13th Annual Non-Event
Thank you to everyone who helped make this year’s
“I Love the 60’s” Non-Event a success. With your help,
we raised over $53,000. Thanks go out to everyone
who donated! Thanks to our anonymous matching
donor for the $25,000 match! Thanks to Pam Michel
for the great design work to create a fun and very
good-looking Non-Event invitation! Thanks to Alan
Atwood for donating the printing of the invitations!
Thanks to Bill Gammill for the “I Love the 60’s” concert
via Zoom.
Look for the recognition of all of our generous
Non-Event donors in next month’s newsletter. As the
Beatles sang, “All you need is love.” So, thank you to
everyone for loving and supporting DAPS.
Respectfully,

DAPS Come and Go at the Park
May 24, 2021
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Mood Changes in Parkinson Disease
by Rasheda El Nazer, MD

Although Parkinson Disease (PD) is classically

thought of as a movement disorder, mood changes
are an important symptom that can be underrecognized in the disease course. Many people living
with PD will experience anxiety and/or depression
at some stage of their disease course. Sometimes
mood symptoms are more bothersome than the motor
changes and they can have a bigger impact on an
individual’s daily life.
Anxiety is sometimes described as a feeling of
fear, restlessness or nervousness which brings
about bodily responses such as a racing heartbeat,
breathlessness and sweating. Depression is also
common to Parkinson disease and can be described
as symptoms of sadness, early morning awakening,
pessimism, irritability, reduced motivation, or a lack of
pleasure in previously enjoyed activities. Sometimes
people will think that depression is only present if one
experiences crying episodes. This is not true. It is
important to recognize that depression can be as mild
as just having a reduced feeling of optimism or a slight
sense of persistent gloominess. These feelings should
not be ignored and are very treatable.
Both anxiety and depression are commonly reported
mood changes that sometimes can be related to
a feeling of grief after receiving the diagnosis of
Parkinson disease, but are also direct symptoms of
the disease itself resulting from chemical changes
in the brain. Often, it can even be an early finding in
the disease course prior to the emergence of motor
symptoms. Additionally, it has been correlated with
disease duration, severity of motor symptoms and
motor fluctuations, with wearing off of your Parkinson
specific medication. It would be helpful to keep a diary
and log the times of day in which you experience
some of your mood changes. If it appears that these
occur primarily in the “OFF” state, it may require
modification to your Parkinson medications.
If you experience any symptoms of anxiety or
depression, it is important that you address this with
your provider. Treatment is usually a combination
of nonpharmacological therapy such as cognitive
behavioral therapy and lifestyle changes such as
a structured exercise program and proper sleep
hygiene as well as pharmacologic treatments such

as antidepressant medications. It is not always
necessary to treat symptoms of anxiety or depression
with medications. The decision to initiate medication
is primarily dependent on severity of symptoms and
if it is interfering with your quality of life. Commonly
patients have been prescribed anti-anxiety
medications from the benzodiazepine drug class
such as Valium, Ativan, and Xanax. While these are
medications that can immediately improve symptoms,
it is not recommended to remain on this chronically
as they are sedating and carry risks of dependence,
cognitive impairment and increased falls. First line
treatment is instead initiated with medications from
the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) drug
class as these are not addictive and provide long term
relief of symptoms. Keep in mind that it usually takes
a few weeks to experience the full effect of these
medications.
When a person with Parkinson disease experiences
mood changes, they may shy away from seeking
help. Talking about symptoms with your health care
provider helps you regain a sense of control and
enables your provider to better understand how PD
is affecting you.
About the author:
Rasheda El-Nazer, MD

is a board certified neurologist.
She completed her Neurology
Residency at Texas A&M
College of Medicine in Temple,
TX. Following residency, she
moved to Dallas, TX and
completed fellowship training
in Movement Disorders at
UT Southwestern Medical
Center. After graduation she stayed on as faculty where
she continues to focus her clinical practice on various
movement disorders such as Parkinson disease,
Huntington Disease, and tremors to name a few. She
is passionate about patient education and community
outreach. Her research interests involve the investigation
of novel therapies for various movement disorders with the
primary goal of improving the quality of care.
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Instructor Spotlight
Memorials • Honors • Donations
A pril 2021
In memory of Cynthia Bem
From: Aldeen Bem
In memory of Larry Hughes
From: Rod Myers

Zee Clark

Facebook Fundraisers

Zee Clark has over 40 years of experience as an
RN and holds a MS in Neuroscience. Her scope of
healthcare experience includes: emergency room
crisis management as Director of Nursing-Emergency
Room Parkland; patient assessment, intervention
and rehabilitation as a Clinical Nurse Specialist in
Neuroscience; management & direct care in Home
Health and a regional consultant as well as Director
of clinical health in the private sector.
Zee has over 15 years of expertise in assisting
seniors and their families in life management as
an Aging Life Care Manager & Consultant and is
currently working in that capacity with the Elder
Care Partners Program at Dallas’ long established
nonprofit, The Senior Source. She also serves as a
facilitator weekly for the Dallas Area Parkinsonism
Society (DAPS) Partners-in-Care group in Garland.
She is a member and contributor to the Aging
Life Care™ Association and the Dallas Area
Gerontological Society (DAGS).

From: Shannon Brown
Catheryne Jarmakowicz
Anne Jones
JB Phipps
Donations to DAPS
From: Fidelity Charitable
The Kroger Company
Vizient

About Memorials, Honors, and Donations
Flowers fade within days. Memorial tributes to DAPS
have a lasting effect. Your generous donations will
be listed in our DAPS newsletter. Send these special
tributes to the DAPS office, with instructions regarding
who the donation is in honor of or in memory of and
who should be recognized as the donor.
You may also make memorial donations at
www.daps.us. Just click the Honors & Memorials
button on the right side.

Happy Father’s Day!
June 20, 2021
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Giving Every Month

GEMs are donors who Give Every Month.
Our GEMs are very valuable!
To become a DAPS GEM, siign up HERE on the DAPS website.
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Upcoming Events

Come and Go at the Park
Join us for a
DAPS social event!

When: Friday, June 25
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Where: Cottonwood Park
1301 Beltline Rd.
Richardson, TX 75080
Check for details or updated information at daps.us.

SAVE THE DATE!
4TH ANNUAL
KEEP MOVING!
SYMPOSIUM
Saturday,
September 25, 2021
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Virtual Classes & Resources
DAPS Zoom Classes
We can help you stay active and connected with our live exercise, speech, and
support groups. Let us know if you need help getting set up and ready to Zoom
by contacting us at daps@daps.org. Please note that the best response times
to receive login information are during office hours: Monday–Thursday, 9:00 am
to 2:00 pm.
Below is a general schedule of live classes DAPS offers each week via Zoom. For the most
up-to-date list, descriptions, and links to our virtual classes, please visit our website and
view the calendar at https://daps.us/events.
Join us for recorded EXERCISE class any time at https://bit.ly/DAPSYouTubeChannel.
All times are Central Daylight Time

THURSDAYS

MONDAYS
9:45 am EXERCISE

10:00 am EXERCISE

10:45 am SUPPORT GROUP

2:00 pm SPEECH

1:00 pm SPEECH

2:00 pm DANCE

4:00 pm GENTLE YOGA
TUESDAYS

FRIDAYS

9:00 am SPEECH

9:45 am EXERCISE

10:00 am EXERCISE

12:30 pm EXERCISE

11:30 am SPEECH

SATURDAYS

2:00 pm DANCE

1:00 pm EXERCISE

WEDNESDAYS
9:45 am EXERCISE

SUNDAYS

11:00 am SPEECH

1:00 pm EXERCISE

12:30 pm EXERCISE

2:30 pm EXERCISE

Tribe Wellness Group Classes
 oxing, tai chi, and yoga groups
B
are available every day online with
discounted pricing for DAPS members.
See the full class calendar at
www.tribewellness.org/calendar.
For more information, please contact
tribewellnessllc@gmail.com.

Young Onset Parkinson’s Disease
(YOPD) Support Group
The YOPD Support Group meets virtually every
Tuesday at 6:30 pm.
For details, contact yopd.dfw@gmail.com.
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UPCOMING
MEETINGS
ALL PROGRAMS ARE
CURRENTLY ONLINE ONLY
Please check the DAPS website at
https://daps.us for schedule changes and
for additional options to join Zoom meetings.
For assistance, contact the DAPS office
Monday–Thursday, 9am–2pm at
972-620-7600 or daps@daps.org
JUNE VIRTUAL
EDUCATIONAL SERIES

Tuessday, June 15, 2021, 10:00 a.m.

Subscribe to the
DAPS YouTube channel
for more classes
and previously
recorded seminars.
https://bit.ly/DAPSYouTubeChannel

Speaker: Nirav Pavasia, M.D.
Accompanied by a SPARK Ambassador
Topic:

Moving ON with RYTARY
Please log in 15 minutes early.

Connect with DAPS!

https://realchemistry.zoom.us/j/97054426038?pw
d=QWMrYkNOVDV0VEZIbHQxTVBKdUtVZz09
Meeting sponsored by

daps.us

@dapsinfo

facebook.com/daps.us

instagram.com/daps.us

Come and Go at the Park
When: Friday, June 25
11:00 am - 1:00 pm

Sign up for DAPS monthly e-news!

Where: Cottonwood Park
1301 Beltline Rd.
Richardson, TX 75080
Check the DAPS website for updates or changes.

Disclaimer: The contents or opinions expressed
in this newsletter are those of the individual writers or presenters
and do not constitute an endorsement or approval by DAPS staff.
Please consult your personal physician
regarding your individual medical problems.
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